Biomex Aerospace® is a company specialized in cabin interiors restoration and cleaning. We are a partner in maintenance and repair of cabin interiors, specialized in leather and components repair. Even performs deep cleaning on carpets, upholstery, ceilings and other interiors components.

Since the founding in 2002, we have been offering a set of specialized maintenance services for interiors equipments which led us naturally to the aerospace market.

Certified as EASA/ Part-145 for leather dress covers repair and restoration, we can receive and deliver your dress covers in time, avoiding premature replacement and increasing the overall cabin interior performance.

We have know-how, human resources with training and equipment to offer specialized services to all of our Customers and Partners.

CERTIFIED BY

EASA
European Aviation Safety Agency
Interior aircraft division services

- Vip service interior cabin
- Cleaning, protection, deodorizing /odorizing
- Cabin interior restoration
- Aircraft leather repair center
- Mobile interior repair team
service 1

Vip service interior cabin

Biomex Aerospace® perform an inspection to the cabin interior of the aircraft and depending the state, is elaborated an action plan.

We will perform an deep cleaning detailed, repair and recolor as equipment needs to became as new.

The service ends with application of the moisturizing, deodorizing and protective treatments to the fabrics, carpets and leathers.

The Vip service interior cabine include all the Biomex Aerospace® know-how and avaiables services.

The Vip service include:

- Cleaning and moisturizing leather seats
- Deep cleaning of fabric seats
- Deep and detail carpet cleaning
- Cleaning , ceilings, linings, furniture, galleys, wc, draperys
- Leather repair and recolor
- Linings repair and recolor
- Carpet & upholstery leather and fabric protection
- Deodorization
service 1

Vip service interior cabin
**service 2**

**Cleaning, protection, deodorizing/odorizing**

Protective treatments for stains and UV rays on fabric or leather.

Advanced formulas with superior fiber penetration and bonding properties performing an invisible protective barrier.

**Advantages**
- Exceptional oil and water base soil and stain protection.
- Protects against fading and damage caused by ultraviolet rays.
- Keeps carpet and upholstery looking newer, longer.
- Don’t change the fireproof ratio of the fibers.

**Deep cleaning service**
- Upholstery fabric and leather cleaning
- Carpet Cleaning
- Ceilings cleaning
- Linings, cleaning
- Curtains cleaning
service 2
Cleaning, protection, deodorizing/odorizing

Leather Repair Services
www.biomexaero.com
service 3
Cabin interior restoration

- Leather, vinyl seats repair and recolor
- Linings, stowages repair and recolor
- Vinil ceiling repair
service 3
Cabin interior restoration
service 4
Aircraft leather repair center

Repair and recolor leather seats for commercial or executive aircrafts.

**Pick-up, Repair, Recolor and Deliver as New!**

Biomex Aerospace® specialize on leather and vinyl repair and recolor ensuring invisible repairs on several damages as scratch cuts, worn or faded leather.

The seats became as new with uniform color maintaining or improving the cabin interior good looking.

During the aircrafts maintenance checks we pick-up the leather or vinyl covers seats to perform the repairs and recolor needed renewing the original appearance.

We will deliver the seats covers as new at the agreed setup time without compromise the maintenance time.

The restoration and recolor of minor damages promote de seats longevity and cabin good appearance avoiding the premature replacement and its costs.
service 4

Aircraft leather repair center
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Leather Repair Services
www.biomexaero.com
service 5
Mobile interior repair team

A mobile team is available to provide our cleaning, protection services, leather, vinyl repair and recolor at the hangar.

Depending the type and quantity of service we can perform our services at any place where find the aircraft.

Our technical resources enable us to make leather and vinyl repairs and recolors with color matched onsite.

Leather and vinyl seats, stowages, linings and other surfaces may be restored on site without disassembly.
service 5
Mobile interior repair team
Safety

Biomex Aerospace® uses only safe formulas, non-hazardous, biodegradable and hypoallergenic.

All products used are water base and fireproof complying with internacional aviation standards.

Certification

EASA/ANAC - PT.145.035
Contacts

Project manager

Nuno Aleman
Phone +351 917 568 220
Email naleman@biomexaero.com

Head office

Rua dos Selões, Terrugem Park II - A 3
2706-501 Terrugem - Portugal

Phone +351 219 616 534
Fax +351 219 616 536
Email info@biomexaero.com

www.biomexaero.com

“Biomex Aerospace ® is a trademark of Kleenplus, Lda.”